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 TACOS DE
JAMAICA

BLOOMING WITH  DELICIOUSNESS! 



FLOWERS YOU
CAN TASTE!

Hibiscus flower or Jamaica as we call it in
Mexico, is an exquisite plant with many
aplications. It is used to make refreshing juice,
soothing tea and even delicious dishes! Its
fiber consistency makes Hibiscus a perfect
meat substitute, adding its unique tart flavor
to any meal! Learn how to prepare Sautee
Hibiscus with Mexican flavored  accents and
prepare to be bloomed away! 

(Makes between 12-15  Tacos)

1/2 lb of dried Hibiscus flower

4 dried peppers of your choice (for this

recipe we're using Chile Oaxaca)

1/2 Onion finely chopped

2 minced Garlic 

3 Tbs of vegetable oil

Salt and Pepper to taste

A handful of parsley, finely chopped
Corn Tortillas 

Abril.

DIRECTIONS
Rinse the Hibiscus flowers thoroughly. Once they're clean, put them in a pot and soak them in water for
15 minutes. Rinse them and fill the pot with water again, add the flowers and bring to a boil. Cook them
for 8 minutes in medium high. Drain out  the water and reserve the flowers. 

2. Remove the stems and excess of seeds from your peppers. Roast them in a large pan or wok until they
change color. Once they cool down, chop them into small pieces. Reserve
 3. Add the oil into the preheated wok, bring in the onion and let it cook in medium high until it changes
color, bring in the garlic and the peppers and let it simmer for 2 minutes before adding the salt and
pepper, stir. Once all ingredients are integrated, add the Hibiscus flowers. let it cook for 5 more minutes,
stirring constantly. Turn the heat off. Sprinkle with parsley, stir and let it rest for a few minutes.
4. Heat the tortillas in a large pan, once they're cooked on both sides add about two spoons of sautéed
hibiscus to each of them, garnish with your favorite toppings. 
  
 

1.

INGREDIENTS

ABUELITA’S TIP 
OF THE DAY:

Don't discard the concentrated water from cooking the Hibiscus
Flowers! Use it to make Jamaica Water! just add 1 cup of water for
every cup of concentrate  and sugar! 


